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~ Introduction ~

T

his book is not an anatomy of birds.
That is to say, you won’t find any difficult Latin words or scientific jargon. You won’t learn much
about the deep plantar tendons of the foot or the comparative morphology of the inner ear. Nothing beneath
the skeleton is included—no organs or tissues; no guts or gizzards. There’s no biochemistry and very little
physiology.
In fact, this is really a book about the outside of birds. About how their appearance, posture, and behavior
influence, and are influenced by, their internal structure.
Originally intended as a book for artists, it didn’t take long to realize that it would have wider appeal.
Nothing similar exists. Modern ornithological textbooks sometimes provide a cursory line drawing showing
the parts of bird; some even show the skeleton or a view inside the body cavity. But these are diagrams as
opposed to works of art—dry, academic, and not at all pleasing to the eye. The illustrations in historical
works tend to be rather more aesthetically stimulating, if sometimes a little highbrow for the general bird-lover.
But when complete skeletons are shown, their appeal is more often than not counteracted by placing them
in the most unlikely postures, bearing little resemblance to their attitude in life. Hardly surprising, considering
that the anatomists of the past had seldom seen these birds alive.
This book attempts to combine the visual beauty and attention to detail of the best historical illustrations
with an up-to-date knowledge of field ornithology; for the first time showing the internal structure of many
species engaged in natural behavior.
Most of the major bird groups of the world are included, especially where their anatomy is of particular
interest, though, sadly, it was not possible to include them all. Domestic birds have a place here, too, and
provide some of the most bizarre and unlikely revelations in the whole book.
Much anatomical writing—at least in ornithology—is an impenetrable forest of basipterygoid processes
and occipital fontanelles, so little wonder that readers often give it a wide berth. I have attempted to take
the mystery out of a subject until now shrouded in long words. I’ve done this by looking down the wrong
end of the binoculars, so to speak—allowing the illustrations to speak for themselves when it comes to the
fine details and concentrating my descriptions on the birds’ most obvious adaptations to their particular
environment.
Now nature has a tendency to reinvent itself. For example, webbed feet are useful for swimming, and a
hooked beak is useful for tearing flesh, so features like these have arisen independently in groups that are
not necessarily closely related. This is called convergent evolution—otherwise known as the taxonomist’s
worst nightmare. The features that do give genuine clues about evolutionary relationships, those that are
not influenced by adaptations to a particular environment or way of life, tend to be the subtle things—the
structure of the palate; the coiling of the intestines; or an extra tendon or muscle here and there. Once the
primary weapon against the problems of classification, this brand of comparative anatomy is now just a tiny
part of the taxonomist’s armory; an armory that includes egg-white proteins, DNA hybridization, digestive
enzymes, feather structure, and vocalizations—to name but a few.
So are we now close to establishing a universally accepted “natural” classification of birds?
Not really.
I wanted The Unfeathered Bird to remain firmly on the fence through the swampy territory of taxonomic
debate. After all, it’s concerned with outward appearances and adaptations, not with tracing evolutionary
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pathways. And it’s supposed to be enjoyable. But this of course led to a problem—which order do I use? At
all costs I wanted to spare myself and my readers a slavish trudge through each taxon in turn. My answer—a
somewhat unorthodox one—was to turn modern classification on its head and to base my order of chapters
on a system that is concerned only with outward structural appearances; on the first truly scientific classification
of the natural world—the Systema Naturae of Linnaeus.
Thus my rapacious birds, swimming birds, gallinaceous birds, and so on are grouped together according to
convergent evolution under their respective chapter headings in part 2, and I’ve attempted to place groups
that are superficially similar next to each other for ease of comparison. Thus storks are next to cranes and
swifts next to swallows. The actual relationships are discussed within the text at some length.
Part 2, by the way, in true Linnaean fashion, is entitled “Specific”—looking at birds group by group—
while the much shorter part 1 is “Generic”—dealing with the anatomical features common to all birds.
I’ve attempted to make The Unfeathered Bird a convergence of art and science; accessibility and erudition;
old and new—without compromise and without apology. I hope it finds its niche.

Heavy-footed Moa
Pachyornis elephantopus
Preserved partial foot, viewed from underside.
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